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ABSTRACT: Water adsorption in porous low-k dielectrics has become a
significant challenge for both back-end-of-line integration and reliability. A
simple method is proposed here to achieve in situ observation of water
structure and water-induced structure changes at the poly(methyl silsesquiox-
ane) (PMSQ) surface and the PMSQ/solid buried interface at the molecular
level by combining sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopic
and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic studies. First, in situ
SFG investigations of water uptake were performed to provide direct evidence
that water diffuses predominantly along the PMSQ/solid interface rather than
through the bulk. Furthermore, SFG experiments were conducted at the
PMSQ/water interface to simulate water behavior at the pore inner surfaces
for porous low-k materials. Water molecules were found to form strong
hydrogen bonds at the PMSQ surface, while weak hydrogen bonding was
observed in the bulk. However, both strongly and weakly hydrogen bonded
water components were detected at the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface. This suggests that the water structures at PMSQ/solid
buried interfaces are also affected by the nature of solid substrate. Moreover, the orientation of the Si-CH3 groups at the buried
interface was permanently changed by water adsorption, which might due to low flexibility of Si-CH3 groups at the buried
interface. In brief, this study provides direct evidence that water molecules tend to strongly bond (chemisorbed) with low-k
dielectric at pore inner surfaces and at the low-k/solid interface of porous low-k dielectrics. Therefore, water components at the
surfaces, rather than the bulk, are likely more responsible for chemisorbed water related degradation of the interconnection layer.
Although the method developed here was based on a model system study, we believe it should be applicable to a wide variety of
low-k materials.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Low-k materials and copper have been introduced to replace
silicon dioxide and aluminum as interconnections in high
performance integrated circuits to improve resistance-capaci-
tance (RC) delay, minimize crosstalk-noise, enhance signal
transmission, and reduce power dissipation.1−3 SiCOH based
porous low-k dielectric materials have been studied extensively
as intrametal dielectrics in recent years.3 Especially, silsesquiox-
ane (SSQ) materials have a silica-like structure but with a
fraction of the Si−O bonds replaced with other bonds, which
have lower polarizability such as Si−CH3, Si−C, and Si−F. The
most common replacement is Si−CH3 and the resultant
materials are called methylsilsesquioxane (MSQ). Disruption of
the silica structure with such groups increases the hydro-
phobicity of the resultant low-k material and reduces the
relative dielectric constant to as low as 2.8.3 Cage structures as
well as nanopores were additionally introduced into the
materials to further lower the overall dielectric constant to
below 2.8, depending on the porosity of SSQ film.1,4

The integration of porous low-k dielectrics into large-scale
microelectronic circuits, however, has been found to be
extremely challenging. The introduction of high porosity has
been reported to degrade the mechanical properties and
thermal stability of the materials as compared with SiO2.

2,5,6

For instance, the poor mechanical strength of porous low-k
dielectric films induced higher interfacial delamination and
cohesive failure during chemical mechanical polish (CMP).7 In
addition, high porosity has been related to increased diffusion
rates of molecular species and metal ions into low-k bulk and
weaker dielectric breakdown strengths relative to SiO2.
For porous dielectrics, there are additional concerns related

to moisture uptake induced by processing steps such as resist
removal, postetch cleaning, CMP, or post-CMP cleaning.8−10

Previous reports showed that moisture could diffuse into the
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SSQ film stacks even though SSQ materials are usually
hydrophobic.11 Water uptake is detrimental to the performance
and the reliability of integrated circuits. Increased water in the
low-k materials can lead to significantly increased leakage
current, lower breakdown electric fields, and shorter dielectric
breakdown lifetimes because water could increase dielectric
permittivity, accelerate fracture behavior, and degrade the
adhesion between the low-k material and the capping layer.8

Recently, extensive research has been carried out to
understand the impact of water on the properties and the
reliability of low-k materials.9,10,12,13 Many techniques, such as
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, Raman
vibrational spectroscopy, and thermal desorption spectroscopy
(TDS) have been widely implemented to evaluate the influence
of absorbed water on the low-k dielectric reliability and the bulk
molecular structure of low-k materials.4,12,14 For example, Li et
al. suggested that there was more than one kind of possible
water components in the low-k dielectric.9 Physisorbed water
could be easily removed by a low-temperature anneal which
improved leakage current and time-dependent-dielectric-break-
down (TDDB) lifetime. Another type of water, referred to as
chemisorbed, however, was only able to be desorbed after
annealing at temperatures as high as 400 °C and was thus

thought to be the main reason for water related TDDB failure
mechanism.9 Nevertheless, there is still a lack of a direct
measurement technique to reveal the dynamic moisture uptake
process and the water adsorption mechanism at the molecular
level. In particular, few studies have been done to elucidate the
influence of different absorbed water components at the surface
and the interface of low-k dielectrics on device performance.
Surfaces and buried interfaces play an increasingly important

role as the porosity of low-k dielectrics increases and the size of
the microelectronic devices continues to shrink. In the past few
decades, both theoretical and experimental results have shown
that water molecules at surfaces could behave differently than in
the bulk.15−22 Previous simulation results indicated that for
certain low-k materials, ∼0.4 vol % chemisorbed moisture
found on the pore surface could induce a 17−23% increase of
the dielectric constant.23 Water diffusion along the interface of
a low-k material has been observed experimentally with isotope
tracer diffusion experiments combined with dynamic secondary
ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS);8 however, no molecular
structural information about interfacial adsorbed water could
be obtained. More importantly, the water uptake process may
be influenced by high vacuum environments needed for
conducting the analysis. For a porous low-k material, moreover,

Figure 1. Chemical structures of monomer (a) PSS and (b) PMSQ. Experimental geometry of SFG experiment with a PMSQ thin film in contact
with water (c), ATR-FTIR experiment with a PMSQ thick film in contact with water (d), SFG experiment with water in contact with PMSQ thick
film at the middle of the film (method 1) (e) and at the edge of the film (method 2) (f).
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the inner surfaces of the pores form another important
interface, which is challenging to characterize. For a low-k
material with a high porosity, the total area of these low-k
material/air surfaces could be much larger than that of the low-
k/solid interface. Therefore, water adsorption at these low-k
material/air surfaces cannot be ignored and these surfaces
increasingly influence the film properties and reliability as the
porosity of low-k film increases. The introduction of higher
porosity into low-k dielectric is required in the near future to
further lower the dielectric constant.
Herein, to address the problems above, we propose a simple

and direct method using sum frequency generation vibrational
spectroscopy (SFG), transmission FTIR, and attenuated total
reflectance FTIR (ATR-FTIR) to investigate water behavior at
the exposed surface and buried interface of low-k dielectrics as
well as probe the dynamic water uptake process through low-k
material in situ at the molecular level. SFG is a second order
nonlinear optical technique that can selectively and non-
destructively probe the molecular structures of polymers24,25

and biomolecules26 at surfaces and buried interface in situ with
high surface selectivity due to its selection rules.27−39 Here,
water behavior at the low-k dielectric/air surface was first
investigated at the molecular level to simulate water adsorption
at the pore inner surfaces of porous low-k dielectrics.
Subsequently, combining SFG, transmission FTIR, and ATR-
FTIR, the water uptake was selectively investigated to trace
preferential water uptake pathways directly. Various water
molecular structures were compared at the low k material/SiO2
buried interface and in the bulk to correlate the molecular
structure changes to low-k properties. To emulate the
molecular structures of low-k materials, we selected a caged
SSQ and poly(methylsilsesquioxane) (PMSQ) as model low-k
materials.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. PSS-Octakis (dimethylsilyloxy) substituted (PSS) was

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Mo) and poly(methyl
silsesquioxane) (PMSQ) (≥99.5% purity) was purchased from Gelest.
Tetrahydrofuran (THF; ≥ 99.9% purity) was obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, Mo) and used as received. Right angle fused silica
prism substrates were obtained from Altos Photonics, Inc.

Sample Preparation. Both PSS and PMSQ were dissolved in
THF to form 2 wt % solutions. Then, PSS and PMSQ thin films were
prepared on silica windows by spin coating (3000 r/min, 30 s) using a
P-6000 spin coater (Speedline Technologies). Drop-casting was used
to prepare PMSQ thick film for buried interface investigation. Similar
drop-cast thick films were deposited on Si prism for ATR-FTIR
measurements. The samples were then placed in a vacuum chamber
(200 mTorr) for about 12 h at room temperature to completely
evaporate residual solvent. Notably, since almost no SFG signals were
detected using a face-down window geometry when samples were in
contact with water, fused silica prisms were also applied here to
provide in situ surface structure information on PMSQ thin films in
contact with water.27−29,40 Film thicknesses were measured by a depth
profilometer (Dektak 6 M Stylus Surface Profilometer, Veeco) and the
average thicknesses of thin films and thick films were around 200 nm
and 5 μm, respectively.

SFG and FTIR Experimental. The SFG setup used in this research
was a commercially available system purchased from EKSPLA. The
optical setup has been reported in detail previously.27−30,32 The SFG
spectra were collected in the ssp (s-polarized signal output, s-polarized
visible input, and p-polarized IR input) polarization combination. All
SFG spectra collected here were measured by using the face-down
reflection geometry (Figure 1c, e, f). For each sample, spectra were
collected at least at five different spots; for each spot, five spectra were
detected to examine the film homogeneity. FTIR and ATR-FTIR
measurements were performed using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR
spectrometer controlled by OMNIC software. The experimental
setup for ATR-FTIR tests during water uptake process is illustrated in
Figure 1d. The input angle was approximately 55°.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. SFG Study of the PSS Thin Film. First, PSS with high
purity was selected as a simple model system for peak
assignments. As shown in Figure 1a, PSS has a cage structure
containing 8 silicon atoms and substituent R. Here, R, whose
structure is shown in Figure 1a, contains Si-CH3 and Si−H
groups. The chemical structure of PSS is very similar to the
w ide l y u s ed low -k ma t e r i a l PMSQ and po ly -
(hydrosilsesquioxane) (HSQ). Figure 2 shows ssp SFG spectra
collected from a spin-coated PSS thin film on a silica window
and a prism, respectively. Two pronounced peaks were
observed near 2915 and 2970 cm−1, which can be assigned to
Si-CH3 symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes, respec-
tively (Figure 2a).41 The intensity of the symmetric stretching

Figure 2. ssp SFG spectra of PSS on fused silica window (a) and prism (b).
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signal was much stronger than that of the asymmetric stretching
peak. According to a previous study,42 for windows geometry,
SFG signals in the C−H stretching frequency region from the
polymer/hydrophilic substrate are usually quite weak, so ssp
SFG spectrum collected from windows face-down geometry
can be considered to be dominated by the SFG signals
generated from polymer/air surface. Therefore, the SFG
spectrum shown in Figure 2a indicates that Si-CH3 functional
groups cover the surface of the PSS film. Figure 2b exhibits the
ssp SFG spectra collected from the PSS thin film coated on
silica prism. Not surprisingly, very similar spectral features were
observed around 2915 and 2970 cm−1 with a similar intensity
ratio relative to the window geometry, which suggests that ssp
SFG spectrum of PSS thin film using prism geometry can be
considered to be dominated by PSS/air surface signals as well.
The only difference is the peak intensities are substantially
higher than those collected with window geometry, which is
reasonable because prism geometry has been shown to enhance
SFG intensities.43

2. SFG and FTIR Studies of the PMSQ Thin Film in Air.
After using PSS to assign the peaks in ssp SFG spectra, SFG
measurements were carried out on PMSQ thin film spin-coated
on a silica window (Figure 3a) and prism (Figure 3b) as well.
The molecular structure of PMSQ is shown in Figure 1b.
Different from the monomer PSS, PMSQ consists of two kinds
of Si−O structures, which are often referred to as “cage” and
“network” structures. In addition to Si−O bonds, Si-CH3
functional groups are also present in the PMSQ structure.
Similar to the case of PSS, the ssp SFG spectrum collected from
the PMSQ thin film using window geometry was dominated by
two peaks near 2915 and 2970 cm−1, indicating that the surface
of PMSQ thin film is covered by Si-CH3 groups as well. Despite
the similar spectral features of PSS and PMSQ, the asymmetric
peak (2970 cm−1) strength is higher here, leading to slightly
different orientation of Si-CH3 groups at the surface of PMSQ
film compared to the PSS film. Besides, the peak intensities
observed in Figure 3a are lower than that of the PSS thin film,
which could be interpreted by a less ordered surface or less
coverage of Si-CH3 groups at the surface of the PMSQ film.
Considering the similar molecular structures of PSS and
PMSQ, we believe the surface of PMSQ thin film was more
disordered than that of PSS.

Similar SFG spectral features were again observed in the
prism and window geometry (Figure 3b) for PMSQ thin films.
As in the PSS case, the SFG intensity was enhanced in the
prism geometry. However, the peak intensities detected here
are still lower than that of the PSS film, implying less ordered
surface of PMSQ compared to that of PSS. As expected, two
pronounced peaks, 2915 and 2970 cm−1, with similar peak ratio
as the two peaks in the SFG spectra collected from PSS films,
were observed in the ssp SFG spectrum of PMSQ thin film.
These results imply that the molecular structures at the surfaces
of PMSQ films deposited on window and prism resembled each
other, both of which are covered by Si-CH3 groups with similar
orientations. As the SFG spectral features of PMSQ thin films
collected using silica window and prism are very similar, the
prism geometry was utilized below for water contact experi-
ments.
To clarify the impact of the interference of SFG signals

originating from the buried interface and the surface, the
Fresnel coefficients in the PMSQ/silica buried interface and
PMSQ/Medium (air/water) were calculated using a thin film
model,42 and the corresponding calculated Fresnel coefficients
were plotted as a function of film thickness (shown in
Supporting Information Figure S1). Besides, PMSQ thin films
were spin-coated on the surfaces of silica windows and prism
with different thicknesses to clarify that the origins of the ssp
SFG signals collected from the PMSQ film using face-down
window and prism geometry. The thickness dependent SFG
spectra of PMSQ films deposited on fused silica windows and
prisms were shown in Supporting Information Figure S2a and
b, respectively (Supporting Information). A detailed discussion
about the contribution of SFG signals using prism face-down
geometry is shown in Supporting Information. Since the SFG
signals were not influenced as the thicknesses of PMSQ films
varied for both windows and prism geometry, we believe that
the ssp SFG spectrum of PMSQ thin film is dominated by the
SFG signals generated from polymer/air surface. Signals from
polymer/substrate buried interface were proved to be extremely
weak and should be able to be ignored in this paper.
To compare the chemical structures of PMSQ bulk to that of

PMSQ surface, FTIR measurement was performed on as-
deposited PMSQ thin film to characterize the bulk structure.
With regard to possible water components in low-k materials,

Figure 3. ssp SFG spectra of PMSQ on fused silica window (a) and prism (b).
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Proost et al. reported that there may exist four types of water
related chemical groups, which were attached to the skeleton
for silica based dielectrics.12,44 Li et al. pointed out that two of
them, physisorbed (α) and chemisorbed (β) water, were found
to degrade the dielectric reliability of integrated low-k materials
and selective studies have elucidated the respective contribu-
tions of α water and β water to increased leakage current and
TDDB failure.9 The other two kinds of water present in low-k
dielectrics, γ1 and γ2, were not able to be desorbed by
conventional anneal, which is compatible with low-k materials
unless the anneal temperature was as high as 700 °C. As a
result, only the first two kinds of water will be considered for
the water adsorption mechanism and the influence of different
kinds of adsorbed water on low-k properties here. Figure 4

shows that the FTIR spectral features are very similar to most
carbon-doped oxide low-k films.1,4,13 In the fingerprint region,
several clear peaks were observed. The peak around 1272 cm−1

can be assigned to Si-CH3 and the two strong overlapped peaks
around 1109 and 1035 cm−1 can be assigned to caged Si−O
bond structure and network Si−O bond structure, respectively.4

In the C−H stretching frequency region, only one weak CH3
peak near 2971 cm−1 and a strong water peak from 2975 to
3800 cm−1 centered around 3400 cm−1 were detected. Such
FTIR features have been attributed to weakly hydrogen bonded
water located inside the PMSQ bulk, which suggests that most
of water adsorbed in the bulk is physisorbed water.12,19 Most of
the water molecules (e.g., those that contribute to the signal
centered at 3400 cm−1) present in PMSQ bulk (Figure 4)
should be removed after annealing above 100 °C. However, the
broad peak feature ranging from 2975 to 3800 cm−1 implies
that a small part of other water components, such as those with
peak centered near 3200 cm−1 may also be present in the
PMSQ bulk. This peak has been assigned to strongly hydrogen
bonded water (e.g., those with strong hydrogen bonding
interactions with hydrophilic sites within a polymer; they were
called chemisorbed water).12,45 According to a previous study,23

only a small amount of this type of water molecules exist in
low-k materials. The previous FTIR characterization of the
PMSQ bulk structure is consistent with this result. Note that
after curing the PMSQ film under vacuum at 400 °C for 1 h,
the water peak became almost undetectable by FTIR.23

3. Water Uptake at the Surface and Buried Interface
of PMSQ Film. In order to reveal the water behavior at the
PMSQ surface and correlate the water structures to low-k
degradation, in situ SFG measurements were first performed on
a spin-on PMSQ thin film deposited on silica prism. SFG
studies on the surface of PMSQ thin film during contact with
water and after water removal were subsequently performed.

Figure 4. Transmission FTIR spectrum of PMSQ thin film spin coated
in CaF2 window, the inset is the enlarged spectrum in C−H and water
region.

Figure 5. ssp SFG spectra collected from the PMSQ surface before, during, and after contacting with H2O (a−c) and D2O (d−f).
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The experimental setup for in situ SFG investigation of PMSQ
surface structures in contact with water was depicted in Figure
1c. To selectively detect the molecular structural changes in the
C−H stretching frequency region, D2O was applied in SFG
experiments to remove the influence of H2O on SFG signals in
the C−H region. Figure 5 shows the ssp SFG spectra collected
from the PMSQ surface before, during, and after water contact
(Figure 5a−c). D2O results are also shown in Figure 5d−f.
Figure 5a shows the original ssp SFG spectra of PMSQ thin

film in the C−H and water O−H stretching frequency region
(2750 cm−1 to 3500 cm−1). Except for pronounced Si-CH3
signals, no water peaks were detected, indicating that no
ordered water structures were present at the PMSQ/air surface.
It is interesting to see that water behaved very differently at the
PMSQ surface than in the bulk (a broad water peak around
3400 cm−1 was detected by FTIR). Once the film was in
contact with water, a broad water peak centered near 3150
cm−1 was observed in the SFG spectrum (Figure 5b). This
means although PMSQ is quite hydrophobic, ordered water
components can be present at the PMSQ/water interface. The
water peak near 3200 cm−1 has been assigned to strongly
hydrogen bonded water.12,19,20 The presence of an SFG feature
centered near 3150 cm−1, which is shifted from the 3200 cm−1

peak to a lower wavenumber, suggests the formation of strong
hydrogen bonded water at the PMSQ/water interface.
Combining FTIR and SFG results above (Figure 4 and Figure
5), we can conclude that water tends to form strong hydrogen
bonding with PMSQ (∼3150 cm−1) at the PMSQ/water
interface (evidenced by the SFG result). Whereas water
molecules are more flexible in the bulk, that is, they prefer to
stay in the bulk by forming weak hydrogen bonds (evidenced
by FTIR result). Moreover, the intensity of the SFG water peak
did not change much while contacting with water for a longer
time, showing that formation of strongly hydrogen bonded
water at the PMSQ surface is quite fast.
According to the previous studies, the chemisorbed water

components are more difficult to be removed from the low-k
network than physisorbed water.9,12 However, detection of
such water components at the pore inner surfaces is quite
challenging because the amount of these water components is
small. Here, we employed SFG measurements with high surface
sensitivity to obtain direct evidence of chemisorption as water
molecules reached the PMSQ surface. It is suggested that when
water molecules reach the pore inner surfaces of porous low-k
materials, they tend to form strong hydrogen bonds with the
low-k material at the pore inner surfaces. Since these
chemisorbed water components have been closely related to
the TDDB failure mechanism of low-k materials,9 we believe
that the chemisorbed water molecules at the pore inner surfaces
are mainly responsible for these negative effects on low-k
material properties than the water components in the bulk (e.g.,
those inside the pores but not interacting with the pore
surfaces).
SFG signals in the C−H stretching frequency region were

enhanced during contact with water. Considering the Fresnel
coefficient change from the polymer/air surface to the
polymer/water interface,42 the normalized peak intensity of
the methyl peaks (Figure 5b) should be higher. Compared to
the peak in air (Figure 5a), the intensity of the symmetric Si-
CH3 stretch is slightly higher compared to the peak in air,
indicating that Si-CH3 groups were slightly more ordered at the
PMSQ/water interface when water molecules formed strong
hydrogen bonds with PMSQ. We speculate that the ordering of

Si-CH3 groups at the surface during contact with water is likely
related closely to the formation of strong hydrogen bonds
between water and PMSQ at the PMSQ surface. Therefore, the
intermediate intensity of the water peak in Figure 5b should be
attributed to the small amounts of ordered water components
at the PMSQ surface rather than less ordering of water
molecules. Additionally, after removing the PMSQ film from
water, the surface of PMSQ thin film was found to dry
immediately and the molecular structure was also observed to
recover to its original structure before water contact (Figure
5c). That is, no water peaks were observed at surface by SFG
after drying, which could be ascribed to no ordered water
components or no water molecules left at the surface.
Considering the difficulty of breaking these strongly hydrogen
bonds, it is most likely that ordered water structures formed at
PMSQ surface under water environment become disordered in
air.
To avoid the influence of the water peak at 2900−3000 cm−1

in the C−H stretching frequency region, D2O was also utilized
to clarify the molecular structure changes of the PMSQ surface
in contact with water. Parts e and f of Figure 5 show the ssp
SFG spectra collected from the PMSQ/D2O interface and the
PMSQ/air surface after removal of D2O, respectively. Similar to
the observation when PMSQ was in contact with H2O, stronger
Si-CH3 peaks around 2915 and 2970 cm−1 were detected
during contacting with D2O. The stronger intensities here
suggest that Si-CH3 groups become more ordered at the PMSQ
surface during water contact. After removing D2O, the SFG
spectrum closely resembled the original one shown in Figure
5a. This implies that surface molecular structures were
recovered after removing water. Therefore, the molecular
structure of PMSQ at pore inner surfaces will not be
permanently influenced by water for porous low-k material.
SFG spectra were also collected from a cured PMSQ thin

film before, during, and after contact with water and D2O
(shown in Supporting Information Figure S3). The surface
structures were found to be almost unchanged after curing at
400 °C for 1 h. However, during contact with water, water
signals at the cured PMSQ surface were much stronger than
those in spectra collected from the uncured film. A strong peak
around 3150 cm−1 (chemisorbed water component) and a
relatively weak peak near 3400 cm−1 (physisorbed water
component) were detected in the SFG spectrum (Supporting
Information Figure S3b). According to previous studies, low-k
material may be slightly more hydrophilic after curing because a
portion of the C−H components might be removed during the
curing process.4 We believe the increased hydrophilicity after
curing should be responsible for the enhancement of water
signals at the cured PMSQ surface. Moreover, the D2O
experiments shown in Supporting Information Figure S3d and
e demonstrate that Si-CH3 signals also become much higher
during contact with D2O. This trend is very consistent with the
uncured results. Additionally, these results also support our
hypothesis that the ordering of Si-CH3 groups should be driven
by the formation of strongly hydrogen bonded water at the
PMSQ surface. These SFG observations on cured samples also
demonstrate that the method developed here is general and can
be applied to investigate the water behavior at low-k material
interfaces after various treatments.
Subsequently, the water uptake process through PMSQ bulk

or PMSQ/substrate buried interface was selectively investigated
in situ by SFG measurements. Two contrast experiments were
designed to directly trace the preferential pathway of water
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uptake via combined FTIR and SFG measurements. Drop-cast
PMSQ thick films were utilized here to block SFG signals from
the PMSQ surface. The experimental setups for these two
experiments are schematically illustrated in Figure 1e and f. At
first, a water drop was placed in contact with the surface of the
PMSQ thick film. Subsequently, in situ SFG and ATR-FTIR
measurements were performed on and near the PMSQ/SiO2

buried interface respectively to detect the changes of water
signals. If water signals were found to gradually increase, the
water uptake primarily occurred through the PMSQ bulk; we
name this method as “method 1” (Figure 1e). As a contrast, as a
water drop was placed in contact with the edge of the PMSQ
thick film, SFG and ATR-FTIR measurements were conducted
at the center of the thick film, so increased water signals would
indicate water uptake along the buried interface (Figure 1f). We
name this method as “method 2”. Since the film thickness was
around 5.0 μm, while the distance from film edge to film center
was around 0.5 cm, it should be possible to trace the
preferential water uptake pathway by comparing the water

signals in ATR-FTIR and SFG spectra using “method 1” and
“method 2”.
In-situ ATR-FTIR measurements were implemented on

PMSQ thick films drop-casted on Si prisms using “method 1”
and “method 2”, separately. Similar to the FTIR spectrum of
PMSQ film shown in Figure 4, the original spectrum of PMSQ
thick film detected by ATR-FTIR was dominated by a C−H
stretching peak around 2970 cm−1 as well as a broad water O−
H stretching peak centered at ∼3390 cm−1. It is noticeable that
the water peak center is slightly blue-shifted, which could be
due to a higher contribution of the chemisorbed water
component near ∼3200 cm−1 to the broad water peak at the
buried interface. The ATR-FTIR penetration depth was
approximately 500 nm, so the water peak characterizes
molecular structure 500 nm near the PMSQ buried interface.
However, following “method 1”, no detectable increase of water
signals were found in ATR-FTIR spectra even after contact
with water for 20 min (Figure 6a), indicating that water uptake
through the hydrophobic PMSQ film is relatively slow. As a
contrast, using “method 2”, the water peak around 3390 cm−1

Figure 6. Series of ATR-FTIR spectra collected from PMSQ in contact with H2O as a function of time (a) using “method 1” shown in Figure 1e and
b “method 2” shown in Figure 1f.

Figure 7. Series of ssp SFG spectra collected from the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface before and during contact with H2O (a) and D2O (b) as a
function of time and then after water removal using “method 2” (Figure 1f).
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was observed to gradually increase after water contact. The rate
became slower as time increased, which may be due to gradual
saturation of water in the bulk near the buried interface. The
corresponding ATR-FTIR spectra of PMSQ thick films were
collected during contact with water after 5, 10, 15, and 20 min
(shown in Figure 6b). The water signals were found to be
unchanged after 20 min, which again may be due to the
saturated water near the buried interface. These results indicate
that water molecules transport through PMSQ/solid interface
faster than through the bulk. These results are consistent with
previous reports which utilized isotope-label tracer and SIMS.8

It is notable that the small shoulder near 3200 cm−1 was more
evident in the ATR-FTIR spectrum after contact with water for
20 min, which might be attributed to the formation of strongly
hydrogen bonded water near the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface.
In order to further elucidate water behavior at the PMSQ/

SiO2 buried interface and correlate the molecular structure to
the degradation of low-k properties, corresponding SFG
measurements using “method 1” and “method 2” were
conducted on the drop-cast PMSQ thick films on fused silica
prism. First, we can see from Figure 7a that the ssp SFG
spectrum collected from the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface was
dominated by two Si-CH3 peaks around 2915 and 2970 cm−1,
respectively. However, the asymmetric stretching peak (2970
cm−1) was stronger than the symmetric stretching peak (2915
cm−1). This result indicates that although the PMSQ/SiO2
buried interface is also dominated by Si-CH3 groups, the
orientation of Si-CH3 groups at buried interface is different
from that of surface.46 The strong asymmetric peak suggests
that Si-CH3 groups were oriented more parallel to the substrate
at the buried interface, whereas at the surface the groups tended
to orient more perpendicular to the substrate. In addition, no
water peaks were detected at the buried interface, indicating
that no water molecules were present at the buried interface or
that the water molecules were randomly oriented. After contact
with water, using “method 1”, no water signals were detected by
SFG from the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface after contact with
water after 20 min, which suggests that no ordered water was
present at the buried interface. This is in consistent with the
corresponding ATR-FTIR results shown in Figure 6a. However,
when using “method 2”, two water peaks around 3200 and
3400 cm−1 appeared in SFG spectrum collected from the
PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface soon after contact with water.
Different from the PMSQ surface, both chemisorbed (strongly
hydrogen bonded) and physisorbed (weakly hydrogen bonded)
water components formed at the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface.
The possible mechanisms of various water behaviors at PMSQ
surface and the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface will be discussed
later. Here, we can see in Figure 7a that as the water contact
time increased, these two water peaks continued to increase
slowly. In particular, the intensity of 3200 cm−1 peak increased
more quickly than that of 3400 cm−1 peak. Time-dependent
SFG observations were also utilized to compare the kinetics of
formation of these two water peaks at the buried interface
during the water uptake process. The corresponding time-
dependent SFG spectra and their fitting curves are shown in
Figure S4 (Supporting Information) and the time-dependent
fitting results of the two water components are shown in
Supporting Information Table S1.
According to in situ ATR-FTIR observation of adsorbed

water molecules shown above, water in the bulk near the buried
interface would be saturated after 20 min. Since every SFG
spectrum shown here took about 20 min to collect, it is

interesting to see that water signals, especially the water
component located at ∼3200 cm−1 at the buried interface, still
gradually increased even after contact with water for ∼80 min.
Supporting Information Figure S5 clearly exhibits the various
rates of increase of the two water components. It is surprising
to see that both of the water peaks quickly appeared after
contact with water, indicating that water uptake through the
buried interface is much quicker than through the PMSQ bulk.
Different from the PMSQ surface in contact with water, the
intensities of two peaks around 3200 and 3400 cm−1 were both
found to gradually increase and the rates of increase could both
be fitted linearly after water arrived at the interface. This means
that although relatively quick water uptake occurred through
the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface, and the saturation of water
molecules in the bulk near the buried interface occurred after
20 min, the formation of ordered water structures, especially
strongly hydrogen bonded water, is a gradual process that
continues to occur even after water saturation in the bulk near
the buried interface. The spectral fitting results displayed in
Supporting Information Table S1 indicate that the slope of
3200 cm−1 curve is about twice as that of 3400 cm−1 curve,
which means chemisorbed water component near 3200 cm−1

increases twice as quickly as that of 3400 cm−1 peak at the
PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface after water reached the interface.
The time-dependent results of the two water components
shown in Supporting Information Figure S4 and Table S1 are
consistent with the results exhibited in Figure 7a. We can also
see from Figure 7a that the Si-CH3 signals at the buried
interface were also influenced by water, so D2O experiments
were performed to clarify the impact of water on the
orientation of Si-CH3 groups at the buried interface, which
will be discussed in more details later.
Here, in addition to in situ observation of the water uptake

process through the buried interface, Figure 7a also provides
the ssp SFG spectra collected from the PMSQ/SiO2 buried
interface after water removal. Almost no water signals were
detected immediately after removal of water from the PMSQ
film surface; only a very small peak around 3200 cm−1 was
observed in the SFG spectra. This peak was undetectable after
collecting the second SFG spectrum. Based on our previous
discussion, we believe that the disappearance of water peaks in
the SFG spectrum after removing water is due to disordering of
these water components rather than the absence of water at the
PMSQ interface in air after removing the sample from water. In
addition, the ratio of two Si-CH3 peaks was also affected by
removal of water from the buried interface (Figure 7a). The
symmetric stretching peak became dominant at the buried
interface after water removal then the intensities of the
symmetric and asymmetric stretching peaks were very similar.
These results indicate that although no ordered water
components were detected from the buried interface after
water removal, the orientation of Si-CH3 groups was
permanently changed due to the formation of strongly
hydrogen bonded water at the buried interface. This is very
different from the PMSQ/air surface, which recovered when
exposed to air again. According to the literature,9,12 in addition
to the chemisorbed (β) and physorbed (α) water molecules,
there might be two other water components present in low-k
materials, γ1 (hydrogen-bonded to silanols) and γ2 (hydrogen-
bonded to isolated silanols). Annealing temperature as high as
700 °C has been recommended to remove these two water
components. We therefore did not study these two types of
water by high temperature annealing in this research and such
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high temperatures are not compatible with semiconductor
interconnects. The permanent changes of the orientation of Si-
CH3 groups after water uptake at the buried interface might be
due to the less flexibility of the functional groups at the buried
interface than that at the PMSQ surface.
As mentioned before, D2O experiments were also performed

to clarify the molecular structural changes in the C−H
stretching frequency region at the buried interface during
contacting with water (Figure 7b). Similar to the H2O case,
strong Si-CH3 signals were detected from the buried interface
when the PMSQ thick film was in contact with D2O. The
enhanced peak intensities may be due to higher ordering or
more coverage of reorientated Si-CH3 groups at the PMSQ/
SiO2 buried interface. The symmetric Si-CH3 peak (2915 cm

−1)
was more pronounced than the asymmetric peak (2970 cm−1),
indicating that the Si-CH3 groups at the buried interface tilted
more toward the surface normal after water uptake. Just as we
discussed before, we believe that the number of interfacial Si-
CH3 groups of PMSQ would not be changed due to water
uptake, so the Si-CH3 groups became more ordered as water
molecules reached the buried interface and formed strong
hydrogen bonds at the buried interface. Moreover, as the
contact time increased, the peak intensities of symmetric and
asymmetric Si-CH3 peaks kept increasing with a relatively
constant peak ratio. After removal of the D2O, the SFG spectra
collected from the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface were very
similar to the H2O results shown in Figure 7a.
Based on our in situ SFG and ATR-FTIR observations above,

the possible water adsorption mechanisms at the PMSQ/water
interface and PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface are schematically
illustrated in Figure 8. At the PMSQ/water surface, which
resembles the inner surfaces of pores of low-k material, water
tends to form strong hydrogen bonds (β) with PMSQ although
there might still be some weakly bonded water elements (α)
(shown in Figure 8a). At the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface
(Figure 8b), water may also form hydrogen bonds with the
SiO2 substrate (α1 and β1 in Figure 8b).47,48 Considering the
dominant β water observed in SFG spectrum collected from
PMSQ/water surface, we believe the ordered water compo-
nents attached to PMSQ at the buried interface should still be
dominated by chemisorbed water (α2 in Figure 8b) although
both α2 and β2 should be present. It is suggested that these
chemisorbed water components present at pore inner surfaces
and at the buried interface are more responsible for the TDDB
failure in low-k dielectric reliability tests than the physisorbed
water in the bulk.

■ CONCLUSION
In this study, a simple method was proposed and demonstrated
to probe water molecular structures in situ at the PMSQ/water
and PMSQ/substrate buried interfaces by combining SFG and
FTIR measurements. First, selective in situ SFG observation of
water uptake process provides direct evidence that water
diffuses predominantly along the PMSQ/solid buried interface
rather than through the porous low-k film and also that water
uptake through the hydrophobic dense low-k film was slow.
Moreover, in situ SFG measurements were conducted on the
PMSQ/water interface to simulate water behavior at the pore
inner surfaces for porous low-k materials. Most of the water
molecules were found to be strongly bonded to the PMSQ
surface. However, FTIR results showed that most of the water
molecules were found to be weakly bonded to the bulk PMSQ.
Meanwhile, Si-CH3 groups at the PMSQ surface were observed
to form ordered structures when water molecules were present,
which may be driven by the formation of highly ordered water
components at the surface. However, both strongly hydrogen
bonded and weakly hydrogen bonded water were observed at
the PMSQ/SiO2 buried interface. Formation of both of these
water components is influenced by the nature of the substrate.
More importantly, the orientation of the Si-CH3 groups at the
buried interface was permanently changed due to water contact
which might be due to the lower flexibility of Si-CH3 groups at
the buried interface. In brief, this study provide direct evidence
that water molecules tend to form chemisorbed water
components (strongly hydrogen bonded water) at two kinds
of interfaces, that is, pore inner surfaces and low-k/solid
interface of porous low-k materials, while weakly hydrogen
bonded water components were detected in the bulk.
Therefore, water at the surfaces, rather than the bulk, should
be more responsible for TBBD failure and chemisorbed water
related degradation of the interconnection layer. Although the
method developed here was based on the observation of a
model system, we believe it should also be straightforward to
analyze a wide variety of low-k materials.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*S Supporting Information
Calculated Fresnel coefficients at the PMSQ/SiO2 buried
interface and PMSQ/medium surface (air or water), thickness
dependent SFG spectra collected from the PMSQ thin films
using both window face-down geometry and prism face-down
geometry, SFG spectra collected from the cured PMSQ thin
films, the time-dependent SFG water signals and the
corresponding spectral fitting parameters, and a schematic

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of water structures at the PMSQ surface (a) and the buried interface (b) after water uptake.
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illustration of ordered Si-CH3 groups at the PMSQ surface.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at
http://pubs.acs.org.
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